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Harmonic functions with two singular points I l
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Let be a compact real analytic Riemannian manifold of dimesion n. 
Then, in a previous paper, we have proved the existence of a function (p which 
is harmonic in f i —fa ^ neighbourhood of and which satisfies
(1) I ^ w i = I  ^ i = i , 2,
I  O (log f  {x, I i ) )  (m =  2),
where r{x, ^i) is the geodesic distance between and
Let G{^i, 8) be a geodesic sphere with center and radius S, where S is so 
small that G{^i, S) ^ )=0 - Denote by S) the boundary of S).
Then, since
B G { ^ ,  5) S') S')
the integral of ^^ d(p on BG{^i, d) :
(2) I *d cp  =  E i ,  * =  1,2
8)
is independent of the choice of 8. Furthermore, since
 ^ -i'r dq)~[- I -j'r dcp=\^ =  0,
5G (^l,5) BG[^z,h) B [m -G {^ i ,  8)~G(^2,  «))
we have
(3) E ^ ^ E ,  =  0.
T h e o r e m  I. A harmonic function satisfying (I) at its two singular points is 
determined uniquely by of (2) up to a constant.
Proof. Suppose there exist two harmonic functions (p^  and ^ 2  satisfying (I) 
and (2), then q>=q)x—(Pi also satisfies (I ) and
(2 ) ' j  =
BG(ti,5)
Hence, in order to prove Theorem I, it is sufficient to prove that a harmonic 
function satisfying (I )  and (2)' is a constant.
Now, in a small domain G containing fi, we consider an elementary solution 
3  of J5’=0 , i.e., S  is the function of the following form, defined for x ,^ m  G :
(4) for n > 2 ,
=  — log r (x, U {x, f) +w{x, I) for n =  2,
where o),j is the surface area of the f^-dimensional unit sphere, u, v and w are 
holomorphic with respect to a;, and ^ ?) =  1. Suppose and let 8 and
S' be so small that 3) ^ G(f, 8') c  G and G (fi, S) ^ G{^, S') =(J). Putting
G'== G -G iB ,^  8 )~G {B , 8 )^, 
we have by the Green's formula in [3]
 ^ -is- {(pd3~E dcp) =  [cp, A E )g'~ [A  q>, E )g' =  0,
BG'
which implies
(5)  ^ -S- {(pd3—3d(p) =   ^ ^T[q)d3—Edcp) {qpdE—E dq)).
BG BG{^i, 8) BG{^, 8')
From (2)' we have
Iim I  ^E dqp — E {^i, Iim \ d(p =  0,
S - ^ o  J  S^ o  • 'SG(h,S) BG(h,S)
and since Iim \ dE =  — 1, we have
Iim \ ^tpdE =  q}(^) Iim \ ^ d E =  — q)[^ ).
8'-^ 0 •’ 5'-^ 0 •’
B G {^ ,8 )  BG{^,8 ')
Furthermore, for n>2 , we have
9 , =  O (1/6”-^), 5 =  O(S^-I) on
BG(Sl,5)
and S  {x, = O  {I /S'«-"),  ^ ^d,p =  0{S'^-^) on BG  (f, 8').
BG(J, 6')
Therefore we have
5 < p ^ ,d 3 ^ 0  ( ^ )  • O (S - I )  0, (S 0),
SG(fl,«)
( =  O (S - I ) - ^ O ,  (S '-^O ).
BG{^,  S')
Combining these results with (5) we have immediately
(6 ) ( f )  = -  S { ^ d 3 { , l ) ~ S {  , f )  d<p).
BG
This representation of q) is also valid in the case of n = 2 .
Hence ^ ( f )  can be defined at Denote by Jg the Laplacian operator 
with respect to then we obtain from (6)
(7) A i< p i^ )= ~ '^ ‘k [c p A iiS {  , l ) ~ A iS {  ,S )d ^ } .
BG
Since the left side of (7) is equal to O exept for and the right side of (7)
is continuous with respect to f  in a neighbourhood of we get
iacp(?) =  0 at e =
Thus (p is harmonic at fi. Similary tp is harmonic at fa- Hence q> is har­
monic in the whole and hence, by the Corollary o f the Maximum principle
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in the paper [3], must be a constant. q.e.d.
T h eorem  2. Let >\lr he an arbitrary harmonic function having two singular 
points and I 2 satisfying (I ). Then can he written as acp-\-h, where a and 
h are constants.
Proof. Putting
 ^ ^d<\lr =  E \  and
j5G(|i,S)
then by Theorem I we conclude immediately <\lr=acp^h. q.e.d.
Since has the same singularities as q>, we obtain
T h eorem  3. Let l^r he a harmonic function with two singular points and 
fa and satisfying (I )  at ^i{i =  1,2). Then, in  a neighbourhood o f •xjr can he 
written as
r^-^ (x, i^) ^+Iog r {%, ^i)-V^w, [ n >  2),
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' Iogr {x,^i)-u+v, (n =  2),
where u, v and w are holomorphic functions of %.
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